Due to OEM allocations, dealer trades have become a routine business operation. According to a
2018 survey, dealers execute around 22 trades, averaging 25 hours each month. Unfortunately, these
dealers also believe that half of their trades are draws, while the other half are a mix of wins or losses.
The reason is that dealer trades often occur with little or no market analysis. Every day, dealers unknowingly
trade with competing dealers at the expense of taking an aged or slow turning vehicle in return.
This dynamic explains why 15 percent of all new vehicles more than 365 days old came from dealer trades.
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New-car dealers can ensure they have the right inventory mix for a
faster turn that drives profits by using 4 specific keys.
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Proper Analysis: Understanding your inventory and knowing the
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Market-Driven Insights: When using Market Day Supply, a dealer
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A Winning Strategy: Understand your strategy for pricing
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Better Solution: Average OEM tools do not offer the insight needed to
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inventory of your competition is key to evaluating the merits of a proposed
trade. By understanding the gaps in your inventory, you can use this as an
opportunity to improve your inventory to offset poor OEM allocations.

can understand the age of a proposed vehicle. This metric helps assess the
quality of a vehicle to avoid taking a back a car that is in low demand.

and stocking your new car inventory to reflect market conditions and
demand. Then, leverage dealer trades to fill in the gaps to accomplish
your stocking goals in addition to OEM allocations.

make better decisions. Progressive dealers are now tightening the screws and
using technology and tools that allow them to conduct the right analysis using
the right insight. As a result, they are only taking inventory that is fast-turning
or in low supply to eliminate the hassle of getting the right vehicles at fair value.

Dealers can make smarter trades when they realize the value of the vehicles they have in relation to
market demand. Rather than trade for a vehicle that seems equal, dealers can benefit from knowing
the true value of a vehicle and make more profitable trades.

Visit vAuto.com/dealertrades to learn how you can use insights
to execute more profitable dealer trades.

Discover the difference Conquest can make for your dealership today.
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